Ersko Kolo
(Serbia)

Notes by Andrew Carnie, Feb 16, 2003

hands down in V position.

Part 1

Bar 1 facing center

1 & 2 &
R L R L
to R behind to Right behind

Bars 2-7
Repeat bar 1 6 more times

Bar 8

1 & 2 &
R Stamp L pause pause
To R no weight

bars 9-16
repeat bars 1-8 with opp ftwork and direction (to the left)

Part 2

Bar 1 Travelling to the diagonal R, facing Diag R

1 & 2 &
R L R R
To diagonal R to Diag R To diag R hop

Bar 2 repeat opp ftwork of bar 1, but backing up

Bar 3-4 repeat 1-2 but into the center and out

Bars 5-8 repeat 1-4